
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 

DEBUT NOVEL EXAMINES THE OFT-IGNORED ROLE OF ATLANTA’S DEATH 
INVESTIGATORS  

Atlanta, GA – December 2013 –The forensic thriller Enough Rope from novelist P.L. Doss 

entered a crowded publishing field of police procedurals and medical thrillers this fall, but the 

author has staked out her own territory in the oft-overlooked medical examiner’s office. 

“When I was an intern at the Fulton County M.E.’s office in Atlanta, assigned to the Investigative 

Division, I learned how crucial the death investigator’s job is in determining cause and manner of 

death” Doss explains. After earning her Masters Degree in Criminal Justice, Doss went on to work 

as a volunteer analyst in the Missing Children's Information Center at the Georgia Bureau of 

Investigation, and then as a probation officer and supervisor of officers at the Georgia Department 

of Corrections. 

Enough Rope is set in the author’s home city of Atlanta, and the city’s 

unique features and locations play an important role in the plot. During an 

early morning jog through Piedmont Park, Atlanta attorney Tom Halloran 

discovers the body of his friend and colleague, Elliot Carter, hanging from 

a tree. The private and dignified Carter is grotesquely dressed in women’s 

clothes. Halloran is convinced that Elliot’s death is not just a tragic and 

humiliating accident of autoerotic asphyxia-gone-wrong, but the medical 

examiner’s investigator, Hollis Joplin, is skeptical. He knows how difficult it 

would be to fake that kind of death, and he’s seen too much in his years on 

the Atlanta streets to be surprised by what people are capable of doing—to 

themselves or others.  

One early review of Enough Rope says that “Doss grabs her readers by the scruff of the neck 

and pulls them forward with one tantalizing bit of information after another.” The author is already 

working on a sequel, which will release in late 2014. 

Doss is available for interviews, book club appearances, speaking engagements, and/or guest 

articles on the subjects of fiction, writing, and forensics.  

Mayfair Press is a small, independent press based in Atlanta, Georgia, and distributed to 

retailers via the Ingram Book Company. 

 

For more information, to request a review copy, or to schedule an interview, 

contact:  

P.L. Doss 

pld30342@yahoo.com 

http://PLDoss.com  
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About P.L. Doss  

While completing a Master of Science degree in Criminal Justice at Georgia State University, P.L. 

Doss served a graduate internship at the Fulton County Medical Examiner’s office. Assigned to the 

investigative division, she discovered how important the duties of the investigators were in helping the 

forensic pathologists determine the cause and manner of death. She was also able to observe the 

autopsies—an experience that proved to be invaluable in toughening her up for her career in law 

enforcement, first as a volunteer analyst in the Missing Children’s Information Center at the Georgia 

Bureau of Investigation, and then as a probation officer and supervisor of officers at the Georgia 

Department of Corrections. She currently lives in Atlanta.   

 

Interview Questions 

1. How does a nice grandma like you end up writing about something like autoerotic 

asphyxiation? 

2. You incorporated many identifiable Atlanta landscapes into Enough Rope, including Piedmont 

Park and One Atlantic Tower. Yet it’s all set in the fictional Milton County. Why? 

3. There’s a well-known sign in the Atlanta Medical Examiner’s Office that says “Mortui Vivos 

Docent,” or “Let the Dead Teach the Living.” What did you learn from observing autopsies 

when you interned for the Fulton County M.E.? 

4. What’s next for you as a writer? Any other projects planned or underway?  

5. Any advice for other writers who are making their way toward publication?  

 


